[Quantitative analysis of gallbladder function using quantitative dynamic radionuclide cholecystography].
The aim of the study is to demonstrate general function of the cholecyst through selected quantitative parameters derived from the quantitative radionuclide cholecystography method, using our own computer software HIDATA, and to evaluate values of specific quantitative parameters in 15 patients presenting with chronic calculous and 15 with chronic acalculous cholecystitis. A control group comprised 10 subjects with no changes on the cholecyst. Of four quantitative parameters calculated during cholecyst filling, the only significant one was the ascending segment slope of the curve from specific ROI, that is, K1 derived from it, because it shows its functional status, depending on the changes in its wall and the lumen content. The most significant parameters which maintain motor function of the cholecyst are ejection fraction (EF) and ejection rate (ER) which are always decreased in chronic cholecystitis, regardless of the presence of calculosis and the number of calculi in the lumen. The ejection fraction is especially decreased in the multiple sclerosis group; it is significantly decreased when compared with acalculous chronic cholecystitis. Our results indicate that a selection of parameters used in clinical practice for the assessment of the cholecyst function is necessary. Our program HIDATA included a large number of parameters of which three were classified as important for the assessment of the cholecyst function (K1, EF, ER), reflecting the process of filling and emptying of the cholecyst and offering reliable and valuable data for the treatment.